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I. INTRODUCTION
In order for a team of mobile robots to navigate autonomously in some desired formations and further perform cooperative tasks, such as surveillance and target acquisition, they must be able to localize themselves in the formation as well as in a global reference frame [I] , [2]. Therefore, how to estimate robots' positions and orientations (poses) in a precise and efficient way is of particular interest. Our interest in this paper is localizing a team of heterogeneous robots in 8E(2), and in localizing targets with information obtained from heterogeneous sensors. Specifically, we are interested in conditions under which all robots in the formation can be localized in the environment, and in minimizing the relative and absolute uncertainty in the estimates. Our goal in this paper is to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for localizing a formation of three or more robots in SE(2) from distributed camera measurements, quantifying the quality of the resulting estimates, and adapting the team formation to improving these estimates.
Recent research has addressed the problem of network localization in non-deterministic domains. Examples of fusing observations from heterogeneous sensors to estimate the state of a robot team include the distributed Kalman filter [3] and maximum likelihood 14) methods. These approaches consider communication and computational cost but do not address the impact of robot formation on the quality of the solution obtained. Other studies investigate generating optimal sensing mjectories for robots engaged in target tracking tasks given the robot state is known exactly [5], [6] . The work presented in this paper addresses the combination of these two problems. Given the fact that the quality of estimates obtained from measuremenls depends on how well sensors can be localized, we extend these ideas to find an optimal formation control scheme which will facilitate not only maximal target localization but also consider the robot configuration estimate quality. [IZ], [13] . However, relatively little attention has been paid on networks with bearing observations. which is particularly important for networks of cameras. This paper is organized as follows. In Section U, formations of mobile robots and sensor measurement information will be modeled topologically via graph theory notations. Without considering measurement error at first, we generate the concepts of formation constraint and constraint matrix in Section IU, and use them to find the necessary and sufficient conditions for a formation to be localizable. Measurement errors and their connection to estimate errors are introduced in Section IV, and the dependenoe of localization quality on the sensing graph and formation geometry is also investigated. A control strategy for determining optimal formations is presented. Practical application of these concepts to a small team of robots equipped with omni-directional cameras follows in Section V. The camera modelling, performance impact of the sensing graph and robot deployment to an optimal configuration are detailed. Concluding remarks are given in Section VI. In the next section we will consider a deterministic setting to determine necessary and sufficient conditions on the sensing graph for team localization. We will later, in Section IV, consider uncertainties in measurements, with P consisting of information about variances: a: i j for range measurements, a$<, for bearing measurements, and covariance matrices for range-bearing measurements.
MODELING
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LOCALIZABILITY OF FORMATIONS
In order to consider whether a team of robots can be localized or not, it is necessary to fuse the information available from different sensors and verify if this information is adequate. For a team of n robots in SE(2), localization is the determination of the 3n coordinates that characterize the robot positions and orientations. Thus it is necessary to first see if 3n independent measurements are available or not. Since every measurement specifies a constraint on the 3n coordinates, we have to develop a test of functional independence for all constraints. Accordingly, we will define a constraint matrix whose rank will allow us to verify if the team can be localized or not.
For each range and bearing measurement, the constraints on the coordinates in frame Bj are given by:
A pair of bearing measurements, 4 ; j and 4,;. involving robots Q and R j , results in the following Type 3 constraint:
Finally, any pair of bearing measurements, $;j and $ j k , involving three robots R,, Rj. and R k . results in the following Type 4 constraint.
All these constraints can be written in the form:
where L1 is a linear combination of measurements, and h is a nonlinear function of the shape variables in some body-fixed reference frame. It is not too difficult to see that there are only four types of constraints that can be used to describe the network. All other equations that can be written are functionally dependent on the above constraint equations.
By differentiating the four constraint equations, we get expressions describing allowable small changes (equivalently velocities) of the robot coordinates. (2) is said to be localizable if the 3n coordinates of the n robots can be estimated in an inertial frame.
Remark I: Localizability is obviously related to observability in systems theory [I41 -if a team is localalizable over any time interval. the system is completely observable. However, we will use Definition I in an instantaneous, static setting and thus refrain from using systems theoretic notation.
Remark 2: We can also require the team to be localized in a relative setting [Z] where it is only necessary to able to estimate 3 n -3 coordinates ofn-1 robots in a body reference frame. Theorem I : A formation of n robots in SE(2) is localizable only if (1 1) where n,, n b and n, are numbers of measurements made by inertial or global positioning sensors, bearing sensors and range sensors respectively. Pmofi It is easy to verify that each absolute position measurement made by any global positioning sensor can be directly used to estimate two state variables, and each bearing and range measurement will add at least one constraint on the configuration or shape of the formation. Thus, n, global position sensors, nb bearing sensors and a, range sensors will provide at most 2n, + nb + n, independent measurements. Since 3n state variables have to be estimated, Zn, + nb + n, must be at least equal to 3n.
Given a formation of robots with limited sensing capability, Theorem 1 provides a simple necessary condition to easily verify the localizability without considering the formation geometry. Note that additional sensors such as landmark sensors. compasses and IMUs can be incorporated into this framework in a straightforward way. The following discussion provides sufficient conditions for localizability. r a n k { K f ) = 3n -3 in order to estimate the 3n -3 nonzero variables in @.
The condition in Theorem 1 is only a weak necessary condition. There are other necessary conditions that must be satisfied. We are particularly interested in cases where global positioning capability is not available to most robots. For example, if n, = 0 or 1. it follows from Theorem 2 that we need at least one range measurement leading to a Type 1 constraint and n -1 pairs of bearing measurements leading to ' @pe 3 constraints. At least one Type 2 constraint must be incorporated. And finally. for localization in an inertial frame, one needs at least one global position estimate (n, > O), and at least one bearing measurement of the virtual robot (i.e., a measurement $ j o ) .
IV. DEPENDENCE OF ESTIMATEON ERRORS ON SENSING
GRAPH AND FORMATION GEOMETRY In this section we assume a simple probabilistic model for sensor measurements and show how errors in state estimates depend on (a) the sensing graph, 8; and (b) the shape of the formation. In order to keep the analysis simple, we will assume that the measurement noise is given by a joint normal distribution. As shown later in Section V-A, our range sensor measurements are normally distributed and it is reasonable to assume that sensory measurements are independent. Accordingly, the constraint equation 
If we define v to be the vector given by v = L z . VO, v is also normally distributed with the expected value 0, and the variance given by:
R = L z & L T (14)
Thus v N N ( 0 ; R ) characterizes the noise in Equation 13. In order to obtain the best estimate for the formation shape, Q, we can use a nonlinear least squares algorithm to solve Equation 13. Clearly, the total number of constraint equations, m, must be at least 3n -3, but at most equal to the number of measurements, M. Thus, 3 n -3 2 rn 2 M, (n 2 2) (15)
Now let H be a rn x (3n -3) matrix obtained by deleting the three columns corresponding to the jth robot's coordinates in K f . Let xj be the 371-3 vector obtained by deleting the three variables corresponding to 9:: in Q. Small changes in x j denoted by 62, will be related to small changes in z, denoted by 62, according to:
Minimizing the weighted cost ( L~~~-H~X )~W ( L I~Z -H~X ) leads to [14]
= ( H T W H ) -' H T W L t 6~ (17)
Setting the weighting matrix Mi = R-', squaring equation (17) by multiplying both sides of the equation by their transposes respectively and then taking the expectations on both sides, we can get the covariance matrix P for errors of coordinate estimates as
Obviously, the localization errors are affected by the specific set of measurements and corresponding constraint equations we use. Additionally, the terms of the constraint matrix observed in Sections Ill indicate the estimate error covariance resulting from Equation 18 depends on the robot spatial configuration. The trace of the covariance matrix is a scalar utility measure that captures quality of the estimate obtained from a measurement set. This leads to a natural strategy for comparison and optimization of sensing graphs and robot formations for localization. The robot configuration is sought that for a given a sensor assignment solves p = arg min traceP.
(19)
Gradient descent Drovides a mechanism to drive sensing P E W
V. RESULTS IN ROBOT LOCALIZATION AND ACTIVE SENSING NETWORK DEPLOYMENT
The concepts developed in this paper are applied to a small robot team. Three examples are presented to illustrate the physical sensor characteristics, implications of the sensing graph on localization performance and active robot deployment to maximize team localization performance.
A. Omni-Directional Camera Model Verification
The omni-directional camera detailed in Figure 2 utilizes a parabolic mirror in order to enable a single camera to directly measure both range and bearing to a feature. The mirror 
%is indicates the variance of range observations obtained from the omni-directional camera is approximately proportional to the fourth power of the true feature range.
-r yields trajectories that realize the desired formation. Experiments were conducted to validate use of this modelline. The camera was rotated about its vertical axis while ob--serving a static feature at various known ranges. Measurements of feature centroid in the camera coordinates and a histogram Using the matrix calculus relations &trace(X) = trace(&X) and &X = -X&(X-')X, estimation. As an example, six sets of measurements, which are denoted by six sensing graphs in Figure 6 , were used to estimate the state of five robots in the experiment respectively.
Equation 18 was applied to compute the covariance matrix of estimation errors for each sensing graph considered. Table I shows the corresponding localization quality, quantified by the trace of the error covariance matrix. 
B. Multi-Robor Localization Experiments
To investigate the dependence of estimation errors on sensing graph as we discussed in Section IV, localization experiments on a team of 5 car-like mobile robots equipped with omni-directional cameras (see Figure 5 ) were conducted. In the experiments, the robot team maintained a static formation on the ground, and tried to localize each member in the formation by taking relative measurements with respect to each other. In order to simplify visual classification and association, each robot was marked with a different color providing unique sensor identification for each robot. A calibrated overhead camera with an external computer was used to gather the ground true data for the robot locations in the environment. While all the necessary and sufficient conditions for team localization provided in Section UI are strictly maintained, there still exist extra degrees of freedom in choosing the measurement set and corresponding constraint equations to achieve the As expected, Table I indicates that the localization quality was improved when more measurement information was used to construct the sensing graph. However, comparing the cases provides insight to the process of sensing graph selection. The removal of #ss in case b does not significantly reduce localization quality. This indicates #ss is relatively uninforma-tive given the measurements in graph b. Considering the cost of processing additional measurements motivates selecting a measurement sub-graph when redundancy is high.
Substitution of a bearing measurement for range measurement improves the estimate quality obtained in case e over f. This outcome is expected considering the characteristics of the omni-directional camera, the other measurements used and the true shape of the robot formation. However, impact of an individual measurement can not be determined independently of other graph assignments. Solutions to this difficult nonlinear assignment are of significant practical interest.
C. Optimal Formation Deployment
In this case (see Figure 7) , three mobile robots are deployed Where P,T denotes the relative range measurement between the it,, robot and the target.
optimal formation. where the quality of overall team location estimation is maximized.
VI. CONCLUS~ONS
In this paper, we presented a graphical model of robotsensor networks in SIE(2), and derived the sufficient and necessary conditions for building rigid sensing graphs and localizable formations based on distributed exteroceptive sensors. The affect of the sensing graphs and the robot formation geometry on localization quality was investigated using experimentally validated sensor modelling. A gradient based control scheme was applied to deploy robot teams to configurations that maximize the quality of localization estimates obtained.
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